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Disclaimer

The material in this presentation is intended for 
educational and informational purposes only. 
Nothing contained herein is to be considered as 
rendering of legal advice for specific cases or 
circumstances. 
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Brief introduction

• Letao Qin is a US attorney at Rimon with over a decade experience practicing in 
the IP law field. She represents major international companies in the US and also
works with US companies seeking to protect their IP in China. 

• Thomas Moga is a patent attorney at Dykema with over 30 years of experience in 
domestic and international intellectual property portfolio development and 
enforcement. A former Fulbright Scholar in China, Moga is a pioneer in 
protecting and enforcing IP rights in China and has represented foreign companies 
in that country since the 1980’s.
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Overview of China’s IP System

• Forms of protection available

• Patent (invention, utility model, design)

• Trademark

• Copyright

• Trade Secret

• Trade Dress/Unfair Competition

• Enforcement

• Judicial

• Administrative
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History of Chinese Patent System

IP rights are established by statute, not by procession. 

• There wasn’t a comprehensive patent protection legal system in China’s long 
history until the modern era.

• There might have been some imperial decrees protecting inventions in 
individual cases. 

• The current Chinese patent system was established in 1984-1985. It was 
modeled after Germany’s civil law system. It was the first system to accept 
and examine patent applications and grant patent rights.

• The 1985 patent law provided invention patents, utility model patents, and 
design patents, as well as administrative and judicial routes for resolving 
infringement disputes.
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History of Chinese Patent System (cont’d)

The Chinese patent law has been amended four times. 

• The 1985 patent law – the essential parts were included; no jury trial.

• The 1992 patent law – protecting products made by a patented process; right 
to import; non-statutory subject matters; patent term set to 20 years; two 
types of compulsory patent licenses; burden of proof in infringement of a 
process claim.

• The 2000 patent law – requirement of first filing in China; foreigners must 
file through a Chinese patent agency; appeal of patent reexamination board 
decision; infringement disputes (burden of proof, damages, pre-trial 
injunction, defenses).
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History of Chinese Patent System (cont’d)

• The 2008 patent law – fine turning and added nuance
• Novelty – prior art included in early filed but later published patent 

applications;

• National security review before filing abroad;

• Compulsory license permissible under three scenarios: anyone can request if the 
conduct of the patent is monopolistic; the patentee has not exploited or fully 
exploited the invention; under an international treaty;

• Improved patent protection – fines for false marking, increased damages, higher 
statutory damages, administrative authority to investigate and punish acts and 
actors of infringement.

• The 2020 patent law – much debated and much anticipated
• The first draft was published in 2014 for public comments. The second draft 

was published in 2019 for public comments. The final version was approved 
in 2020 and will go into effect on June 1, 2021.
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What is new in the Fourth Amendment 

Highlights of what is new in the 2020 patent law:

• Partial design in design application is protected.

• Patent rights of a service invention belong to the entity, not inventors. 
Inventors are entitled to remunerations or shares of the benefits.

• Statutory bar grace period with limited applicability – added public 
disclosure due to public interest.

• Non-statutory subject matter – nuclear transformation added.

• Priority claim must be made within 6 months.

• Patent term extension/adjustment, patent linkage systems, open license 
system, etc.
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Patent Term Compensation

• The amended Patent Law includes patent term compensation for the first 
time.

• Article 42 specifies that patent term compensation may be claimed based 
on delays in patent prosecution:

Where four years have passed since the application date of the invention 
patent and the patent right for the invention has been granted three years 
after the date of the request for substantive examination, the patentee may 
request compensation for the unreasonable delay in the granting process of 
the invention patent, but the validity period of the patent shall not be 
extended for unreasonable delay caused by the applicant.
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Patent Term Compensation

• The amended article does not specify how the compensation period will 
be calculated. 

• Note that compensation will need to be requested and is not automatically 
applied
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Patent Term Extension for Pharma Patents

• Also included for the first time is the possibility of patent term extension

• Again according to amended Article 42: 

In order to compensate for the time taken by the review and approval for the 
marketing of new drugs, the patent administrative organ under the State Council shall, 
upon the request of the patentee, provide compensation for the duration of the patent 
right for new drug-related invention that have been approved for marketing in China. 
The compensation period shall not exceed five years, and the total effective duration 
of the patent right shall not exceed 14 years after the new drug is approved for 
marketing.
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Patent Linkage System

• Pharmaceutical patents require two agencies to coordinate efforts – the 
patent granting authority (e.g., the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office) and 
the drug approval and oversight authority (e.g., the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration).  Introduced in the U.S. as the “Drug Price Competition 
and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984” (the Hatch Waxman Act), 
patent linkage associates (or “links”) marketing approval of generic drugs 
to the term of the patented pharmaceutical. 

• By resolving patent disputes between the innovator drug companies and 
generic companies early, time can be saved in the rollout of generic drugs 
when patent terms end.  
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Patent Linkage System (cont’d)

• China’s introduction of a patent linkage system arguably fulfills its 
obligation under its 2020 agreement with the US to provide such a system 
(U.S.-China “Phase One Trade Agreement”). 

• The amended Patent Law introduces Article 76 which provides:

During the review and approval for drug marketing, where the applicant for drug 
marketing license and a related patentee or person of interest have disputes over 
the patent rights related to the drug applying for registration, the concerned 
parties may appeal to the people’s court and request the people’s court to 
determine whether the technical solutions related to the drug applying for 
registration fall within the scope of protection of a patent for drug of others.
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Patent Linkage System (cont’d)

• Article 76 also provides:

The applicant for drug marketing approval and the patentee or the person of 
interest may ask for administrative adjudication of the patent administrative organ 
under the State Council with regard to the dispute over patent rights related to the 
drug applying for registration.  The drug regulatory administration under the State 
Council, in conjunction with the patent administrative organ under the State 
Council, shall formulate specific measures for resolution of disputes over patent 
rights during the handover period of reviewing and approval for drug marketing 
license and drug marketing license application stage, which shall be implemented 
after the approval of the State Council.
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Good Faith and Anti Patent-Abuse Provision

• Article 20:

Where a patent is applied or a patent right is exploited, the principle of good 
faith shall be implemented. The patent right shall not be abused to damage 
public interests or the legitimate rights and interests of others.

Abuse of patent rights to exclude or restrict competition, which constitutes 
monopolistic behavior, shall be punished in accordance with the Anti-Monopoly 
Law of the People's Republic of China.
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Good Faith and Anti Patent-Abuse Provision

The practical implication of Article 20:

• How will it be applied? – RTBS

• What is it intended for? – one goal is to address local patent abuses

• 90% patent infringement lawsuits are between Chinese companies.

• Some infringement lawsuits are filed for the sole purpose of harassment.

• Patent applications filed on mundane technologies.

• NPEs

• SEP Licensing
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Patent Enforcement

Why does it make sense to pursue a patent infringement lawsuit in China?
• It can be an effective strategy

• Low costs
• Fast pace
• Injunctions

• Concerns
• Localism? Evidence says otherwise.
• Forum selection? Can utilize specialized IP courts or tribunals if taking the 

judicial route.
• Effective enforcement of judgement
• Invalidation procedures 
• NPEs
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Two-Route Patent Enforcement System

Comparison between Judicial Route and Administrative Route

• Fast v. Faster

• Claim construction or lack thereof

• Available legal arguments

• Available remedies

• Not exclusive of each other; can use both routes 
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Two Administrative Authorities Provided in the Fourth 
Amendment

• CNIPA (the patent administrative organ under the State Council)

• Type of cases: Article 70 requires “of significant influence nationwide”

• Remedies: not clear, probably the same as local IP offices

• Local IP Offices (the patent administrative organ under local 

government)
• Type of cases: any case upon the request of the patentee

• Remedies: fines and injunctions, no damage award
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Overview of China’s IP Court System

• First instance courts

• 28 Regional IP tribunals in Nanjing, Suzhou, Chengdu, etc.

• 3 Specialized IP courts in major cities: Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing. 

• Appeal of first instance decisions: 

• Provincial High People’s Courts

• Supreme People’s Court – IP Tribunal since 2018

• Internet courts – new!
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China’s IP Court System (cont’d)

People’s Supreme Court

• Judicial interpretations

• IP Tribunal

• Jurisdiction

• Notable decisions
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Patent Damages 

Article 71:

• Increased damages are provided in the Fourth Amendment.

• Statutory damages have increased from 1 million RMB to 5 million RMB

• Punitive damages: up to five times for intentional infringement 

• What is considered “故意”? Volitional, Intentional, On purpose, Willful, Wanton 
Disregard? 

• Can an FTO be used to prove unintentional/not willful?

• Statute of limitation for claiming damages: increased from 2 to 3 years

• Actual loss: if the infringer does not provide account books, courts can rely on 
plaintiff’s claims.
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Patent Damages 

• Injunctions are granted in more than 90% of cases.

• Damages are typically low, maximum around $1 – 2 million 
USD and median around $10 – 20 USD.

• Litigation costs are low – no jury trial, no discovery, and less 
than 1 year.

• Again injunction is universally granted.
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Design Patents

• Relatively inexpensive

• Relatively easy to obtain

• Relatively valuable

• But narrowly interpreted and applied by courts (though changing)

• In some ways, the system for granting design patents is closer in 
practice to the system of copyright registration in the U.S.

• US practitioners may be constrained by their own experiences and, 
as a result, anticipate not only large prosecution bills but also 
limitations on what can be protected
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Design Patents (cont’d)

• Drawings are key

• Line drawings may present problems

• Consider 3D CAD images, though photographs are possible

• Amended Article 2: designs refer to new designs of aesthetic feeling 
and suitability to industrial application for the overall or 
partial shape and/or pattern of products as well as the color and 
shape and pattern of products.
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Design Patents (cont’d)

• Until the Patent Law was an amended, an applicant for a design patent application 
could only claim priority to a foreign application

• Amended Article 29 allows the applicant to claim domestic priority:

Where, within twelve months from the date on which any applicant first filed in China an 
application for a patent for invention or utility model, or within six months from the date on 
which any applicant first filed in China an application for a patent for design, he or it files 
with the patent administrative organ under the State Council an application for a patent for 
the same subject matter, he or it may enjoy a right of priority.

• The amended patent law provides for the term of the design patent to be extended 
from the current 10 years to 15 years counting from the date of filing (Amended 
Article 42)
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Open Patent License System

• A patent open license system is introduced in the amended Patent Law for the 
first time

• The underlying goal is to increase the commercialization rate of inventions 
through lower transaction costs and a more efficient licensing system

• New Article 50 provides: 

Where a patentee voluntarily declares in writing to the patent administrative organ 
under the State Council that he is willing to license any entity or individual to 
exploit his patent, and specifies the method and standard for payment of license 
fees, the patent administrative organ under the State Council shall make an 
announcement and implement open licensing. Where an open license statement is 
filed for utility model and design patents, a patent evaluation report shall be 
provided.
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Draft Implementation Rules of the Fourth Amendment

• What is it? 
• Rules drafted by CNIPA to implement the amended patent law
• It was released on November 27, 2020 for public comments. The comment period 

ended in January 2021.

• What’s in it?
• Confirming China’s intent to join the Hague system for the International Registration 

of Industrial Designs
• Invention applications and utility model applications can claim priority to design 

applications
• Revisions in reexamination and invalidation procedures
• Rules to implement patent term compensation and open license system

• What to watch for?
• Strengthened patent protection in the bio/pharm industries
• Claiming priority to a design application
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Best Practices for Protecting IP in China

• What are the commonly known issues facing US counsel?

• Patent filing

• IP enforcement

• Issues US counsel tend to overlook

• Patent filing

• IP enforcement
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Best Practices for Protecting IP in China
Portfolio Building

• A successful and durable IP portfolio in China can be built but does not 
happen by accident 

• The right mix of protection is critical

• A “China only” plan may work best

• Simultaneous filing of invention and utility model applications

• Design patents can be effective

• File trademark applications early

• Try to see IP from a Chinese point of view
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Best Practices for Protecting IP in China
Enforcement

Best practices when enforcing patent rights in China

• Find good counsel

• Litigation/enforcement not as expensive as in the US

• Data show China’s IP courts are pro-patentee

• Many invalidation grounds in the US not available in China: lack of 
enablement, duty of candor, inventorship, etc.

• Be aware of low-quality utility model patents (and trademarks)

• Utilize new trade secret protection and anti unfair-competition law
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Thank You

Letao Qin, Ph.D., J.D. | Rimon P. C.

letao.qin@rimonlaw.com

Tel: 919-234-7271

Thomas Moga, J.D. | Dykema Gossett PLLC

tmoga@dykema.com

202-230-2021
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